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ABSTRACT 
 
Readability is a big challenge that must be solved in automatic 
text summarization research. The aim of this study is to 
comprehensively and systematically investigate the 
literatures that are related with text summarization needs, in 
particular, to prepare efficient algorithm for Indonesian text 
using Deep Learning and Sequential Pattern Mining. 
Evidence from previous literatures shows that there are 
several studies which use Sequential Pattern Mining to 
extract representation of text for document clustering and 
classification of Indonesian text. However, not much 
attention was given to text representation in document 
summarization, specifically for Indonesian language. As 
readability is a major concern in the text summarization 
community, determining a better text representation to 
maintain the meaning of the generated text summary is 
deemed necessary. This paper gives an opportunity to take a 
deeper look into how to design an efficient and effective text 
representation which can further enhance text summarization 
readability. Besides the general systematic literature review, 
we discuss an idea to combine Deep Learning and Sequential 
Pattern Mining to improve readability of summary result to 
develop in the future.  
 
Key words: readability, sequential pattern, systematic 
review, text mining, text representation, text summarization  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the text analytic and natural language processing tasks 
that extract the main idea or key essance from documents 
using machine learning technique is called automatic text 
summarization [1], [2]. In its development, many techniques 
to summarize single or multiple text documents have been 
proposed. The big challange for text summarization is not 
only to focus in the summary information, but readability is 

 
 

also an important aspect [3], [4]. Therefore, it is important to 
prepare text representation to minimize the gap between 
summary result and reader understanding. Text 
representation is important so that the meaning of text is not 
lost. Moreover, text representation greatly determines the 
relationship between words, sentences, paragraphs and even 
between documents. We believe that the impact of 
well-prepared text representation in text summarization can 
improve its readability. 

 
Figure 1: Classification of Research Literature/Theory 

 
This paper brings the knowledge and patterns of the needs of 
text summarization research using current technologies. 
Figure 1 presents the classification of theories that is related 
to readability enhancement of Indonesian text summarization. 
The theories are divided into 3 class, among others Grand 
Theory, Middle Theory, and Operational Theory [5], [6]. 
Hierarchically, grand theory is a general theory as the main 
foundation of more specific theories in it. Middle theory is an 
elaboration of grand theory, while operational theory is where 
technical basic theories are immediately applied. The 
grouping of theories is very dependent on the problem to be 
solved. In this case, grand theory contains the main and basic 
theories of text summarization.  
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The grand theory of automated text summarization research 
is Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Text Mining 
which are part of Artificial Intelligent (AI) and Data Science 
studies. AI is a computational technology that has intelligent 
behavior to support daily social life with minimal human 
intervention [7]. While, data science concerns to prepare, 
process, analyze, manage, visualize, preservation, and collect 
insight information from large data collection (even big data) 
using mathematical or computational skill [8], [9]. Natural 
Language Processing is a specific technique in AI for 
language processing, either to analyze or discover the insight 
knowledge of data, such as text data and speech data 
[10]–[12]. In common, many NLP researches process the 
language using Text Mining technique (which is part of Data 
Mining). 
 
In the middle theory, there are text summarization, 
Sequential Pattern Mining, Deep Learning and Exploratory 
Data Analysis (EDA). Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) is a 
mining technique to find sequence of item in database 
transaction [13]–[16]. But, in Text Mining, Sequential 
Pattern Mining is used to prepare text representation that is 
commonly called Sequence of Words (SoW) [17]–[20]. Deep 
Learning is a popular method that is developed from Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN) with multilayer between input layer 
and output layer [21]–[23] as illustrated in Figure 2. Although 
Deep Learning has been used for Natural Language 
Processing as ilustrated in Figure 3, there is still wide 
opportunity for it to be studied [10], [11]. Another middle 
theory is Exploratory Data Analysis to analyze and prepare 
data [24], [25], where different treatment is given between 
structured and unstructured data. 

 
Figure 2: Deep Neural Network Model 

(http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap6.html) 

 
Figure 3: Deep Learning for NLP 

(https://www.upwork.com/hiring/for-clients/artificial-intelligence-a
nd-natural-language-processing-in-big-data/) 

In operational theory, there are Machine Learning theory, text 
pre-processing, text representation and readability evaluation. 
Machine Learning is widely used to imitate human behavior 
in solving problems or doing automation [26]–[28]. Machine 
Learning can process the various data types, either structured 
data, semi-structured data, or unstructured data. Text 
summarization today widely use Vector Space Model (VSM) 
and common progress in text summarization research use 
effective and efficient process, such as neuro-fuzzy [29], 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [4], [30] and others. Text 
pre-processing is an important phase to prepare text data 
before moving to the next phase [31]–[34], including 
preparing structured text representation. This study will 
discuss types of text representation, including Sequence of 
Words and word embedding representation. 
 
Sequence of Words (SoW) is a part of Multiple of Words 
(MoW) representation. Many researches in text processing 
use Multiple of Words as text representation compared to 
using Bag of Word (BoW) [35]–[39]. Multiple of Words pay 
attention to relations between words, even between sentences 
and paragraph. Sequential Pattern Mining technique produce 
Sequence of Words such as Frequent Word Sequence (FWS) 
[40], [41], Frequent Word Itemset (FWI) [42], and Maximal 
Frequent Word Sequence (MFS) which had been able to study 
text representation [19], [43]. Moreover, FWS and FWI were 
proven to maintain the meaning of text well, either for good 
grammar or unstructured grammar such as slang, especially 
for Indonesian language [35], [40]. Every language is unique 
and need different treatment occasionally, including 
Indonesian language that has its own characteristic, structure 
and grammar.  
 
Therefore, based on the facts, it show there is still opportunity 
to use and improve Sequential Pattern Mining to extract 
better text representation, especially for Indonesian text. This 
study will elaborate and investigate some literatures to find 
better text representation for Indonesian text in keeping the 
meaning of text and achieve readability of summary. Then we 
will further investigate Deep Learning literatures as the 
current trend technique, either in Natural Language 
Processing or Text Mining. Then, we elaborate the literatures 
that support the opportunities to combine Deep Learning and 
Sequential Pattern Mining (DeepSPM) for future works.In 
the next section, this paper will present the methodology of 
the research, then the taxonomy of text summarization. 
Followed by structured representation for text, deep learning 
for text summarization, readability evaluation for NLP, and 
discussion about the related works. Lastly, the paper ends 
with conclusion and future works recommendation. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

A systematic approach will be used in this study to review 
some literatures on Text Summarization, structured 
representation for text, including SPM to produce text 
representation, SPM for Indonesian text, SPM for text 
summarization, DL for text summarization and readibility 
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metrics to measure text summary result. Systematic approach 
is one of the research method that is used to collect the 
evidences by identifiying, assessing and interpreting those 
evidences to provide answers for specific research questions 
[44], [45].  
 
In accordance with Figure 1, the SLR result of this research 
presents the literatures and related works that are classified 
into grand theory, middle theory and operational theory. Next, 
all of literatures are classified into seven categories based on 
the needs of research, among others: literature about SPM for 
text representation, SPM for Indonesian text, SPM for text 
summarization, Indonesian text summarization, text 
summarization using machine learning, text summarization 
using DL, and readability measurement and metrics for 
summary result. We will elaborate and investigate the 

findings from literatures and conclude the gap that can be 
solved. 
 
Generally, this paper has inclusion and exclusion criteria of 
references as the scope of the relevant sources to be discussed. 
The inclusion criteria of this paper is to present the references 
of grand theory definition, then to discuss more details about 
trend (current research), types, models, techniques and 
implementations of middle and operational theories. For the 
exclusion criteria, this paper discussing in detail the related 
references to the operational theory used. In addition, DL and 
SPM theories and researches are provided for text data. Also, 
text representation that is generated from sequential pattern 
techniques is not exemplified using languages other than 
Indonesian language (Bahasa). 
 

 
Figure 4: Taxonomy of text summarization types 

 
3. TAXONOMY OF TEXT SUMMARIZATION 

Text summarization is a technique to summarize a document 
automatically based on analytic result from the main idea or 
key essence of documents [1], [2]. Summarizing produces text 
document in a shorter form using sentence reduction by 
eliminating infrequent sentence or unimportant sentence for 
extractive summary; and restructuring or paraphrasing 
sentence using synonyms of some words that are used in the 
summary for abstractive summary [1], [46]–[49]. Besides 
sentence reduction and paraphrasing, there are several ways 
to summarize the text document, such as sentence split and 
join, generalization concept and specification concept [50]. 
Basically, automated text summarization has two types which 
are extractive and abstractive that have been described in 

Figure 4. Text summarization research is developed rapidly 
enough along with the development of text analytic research. 
The big challenge in text summarization research is how to 
produce readable summary [3], [4], [51], it means that the gap 
between summary result and reader understanding is not 
high. The elaboration of current text summarization can be 
made based on summarization approach (the way to 
summarize) [49], [50]; type of summary result [3], [52]–[54];  
requirement of user [48], [55]; output style [48]; sentence 
weight [48], [56]; summarization impact [48]; available 
dataset [53], [56], [57] document type, summary unit [57], 
sources [57]; target and task-based [48]; language-based [48], 
[56] approach, objective of text summarization [48]; indicator 
representation [48], [52]; and document types [48], [57] as 
provided in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Taxonomy of text summarization based on document type, language, objective and indicator representation approach 

 
Figure 6: Structured Representation of Text Data 
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4. STRUCTURED REPRESENTATION FOR TEXT 

Text is an unstructured data that must be structured prior to 
conducting the next process such as analyzing or mining. 
Text representation means the structured form of text data 
which is prepared from text pre-processing so that it is ready 
to be mined [35], [58]. Text representation has important role 
because it contains the meaning of text. Therefore, the impact 
of well-prepared text representation will affect the text 
analytics result, even in text summarization. Figure 6: 
Structured Representation of Text Datadescribes current research 
that explains and use several structured representation for text, 
such as: Bag of Words (BoW) [58], [59]; symbolic and 
non-symbolic text representation [60]; binary representation 
[58]; n-gram representation [58]–[61]; bag of n-gram [60]; 
semantic text representation [62]; sequence of words [17], 
[40], [63]–[66]; text representation for deep learning called 
embedding representation [11], [67]–[74]; multiple of words 
or multi-words term [58]; document representation [75]; 
active discriminative text representation [74]; and 
graph-based text representation [76]. Text representation was 
developed beginning from the BoW as the basic of text 
representation. However, BoW is considered weak in 
maintaining the meaning of the text. Whereas, the most 
frequently used are text representations that pay attention to 
the order in which words appear or their semantics include 
MoW, SoW, and semantic text representation.  
 
SoW is one of multiple of word that represent text data by 
observing the order in which the words appear in the 
document. Moreover, SoW is developed not only for 
appearance of word, but also appearance of phrase and 
sentence in the document. SoW had been proven can increase 
the text mining result (either in classification or clustering) 
[17], [40], information retrieval [37], [39], [77], and even in 
text summarization [78], [79]. It is an evidance that SoW can 
maintain the meaning of text well. There are several previous 
research (provided in Figure 6). that use SoW as data text 
representation, or SPM as methodology to extract the SoW. 
However, not many research with Indonesian text that use 
SoW as text representation. Based on previous research, not 
all SoW type have been proven to maintain the meaning of 
Indonesian text data. FWS has been proven good in keeping 
the meaning of text with good grammar structure for English 
[65]. Moreover, FWS is developed to be Set of FWS (SFWS) 
that has been proven better than FWS in keeping the meaning 
of English text. However, FWS has been used for natural 
Indonesian text which contain many slang from social media 
[80]. For FWI, there is a research that uses FWI and improve 
it to be Set of FWI (SFWI) for natural Indonesian text with 
slang from social media [42]. This research proves that FWI 
can maintain the meaning of Indonesian text with slang well 
enough. 
 
In text summarization, most of research use SoW for English. 
As far as this SLR is conducted, no research has been found 
that specifically uses SoW or SPM algorithms for Indonesian 

text summarization. There is an Indonesian text 
summarization study that uses "Frequent term" and used 
Tf-Idf to find frequent terms [81].  
 
Basically, SPM algorithm produces sequential pattern that 
has several pattern, among others [13], [15], [20], [82]:  
itemset which is a set of items that are not empty, for example 
itemset denoted by i, where i = (ij, ij+1, ij+2, ..., in) and ij are 
item, then the sequence is an ordered list of several itemsets, if 
the sequence is denoted by s, then s = {sj, sj+1, sj+2, ..., sn} 
where sj is an itemset. A sequence A = {a1, a2, a3, ..., an} is 
said to be subsequence of sequence B = {b1, b2, b3, ..., bn} and 
B is supersequence of A, if integers i1 < i2 < i3 < ... < in and a1 
⊆ bi1, a2 ⊆ bi2, a3 ⊆ bi3, ..., an ⊆ bin. For example, a sequence 
{(6) (7, 8) (10)} is subsequence of sequence {(6) (7, 8) (10) (7, 
8, 9) (10)}, because (7) ⊆ (7, 8), (7, 8) ⊆ (7, 8, 9), and (10) ⊆ 
(10), but sequence {(6) (7)} is not subsequence of sequence 
{(6, 7)} and vice versa. This is because in sequence {(6) (7)} 
items appear in sequence one itemets with other itemsets, 
while in sequence {(6,7)} items appear together in one 
itemset.  
 
In NLP research, SoW is used as text representation and also 
the algorithms which produce SoW are implemented to mine 
text data corpus. Generally, SoW can be implemented in any 
language, but specifically every language has different 
grammar structure that influences the meaning of text. For 
example, in English and Dutch language the structure is 
Explained-Explain, but in Indoensia and Germany language 
the structure is Explain-Explained, such as “beautiful girl” in 
English, but “gadis (girl) cantik (beautiful)” in Indonesia. 
Furthermore, there are many different grammar structure 
between every language. SoW can maintain the meaning of 
text, because “good research” and “research good” are 
different.  
 
It is important to get the main idea of a document. Each 
paragraph will have its main idea, where it contains the main 
sentence and explanatory sentence [83], [84]. In Indonesian 
language, the main idea is not always in the first sentence, 
main idea can be in the beginning, in the end, or in both. The 
main idea that contains the meaning of text will have an 
impact on text summarization result. However, in automatic 
text summarization, the result is not only from one paragraph, 
but also from other related paragraphs.  
 
Text Pre-processing is an important phase in natural 
language processing [85], [86]. Generally, text 
pre-processing prepares Indonesian document corpus with 
several process, among others tokenizing each paragraph and 
each sentence, lowering case, removing character non-letter 
and regular expression, removing Indonesian stopwords 
(remove unuseful words), and stemming using Porter 
algorithm for Indonesian language (where stemming process 
is the change of words with affixes into its basic words). 
Porter algorithm is widely used because it is simple and this 
algorithm has been adapted to the needs and rules of use of 
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affixes in Indonesian language [87]. The example of 
Indonesian text pre-processing to get the SoW is illustrated 
below: 
 
Document Example: 
Document 1: 
Untuk menyelesaikan Ph.D, pastikan lakukan yang Anda sukai dan yang 
benar-benar dapat Anda jangkau. Terus membaca dan menulis apapun 
setiap hari, meski hanya satu kalimat, tulis apa yang Anda inginkan, nikmati 
perjalanan studi Anda. Dan jangan biarkan diri Anda merasa sendirian!!! 
(To complete a Ph.D, make sure to do what you interest with and that you really 
can catch up. Keep reading and writing anything every day, even if it is only one 
sentence, write what you want, enjoy your study trip. And don't let yourself feel 
alone !!!) 
Document 2: 
Mencari topik membuat tesis Ph.D harus sesuai kesukaan anda. Ditambah 
lagi rutin membaca dan menulis setiap hari, meski hanya satu kalimat, tulis 
apa yang Anda inginkan, nikmati saja perjalanan studi Anda.  
(Looking for topics to make a Ph.D thesis should be your liking. Plus routine 
reading and writing every day, even if only one sentence, write what you want, 
just enjoy your study trip.) 
 
Tokenizing, removing character non letter, regular expression, and 
lowering case: 
Document 1: 
<untuk menyelesaikan phd pastikan lakukan yang anda sukai dan yang benar 
benar dapat anda jangkau> 
<terus membaca dan menulis apapun setiap hari meski hanya satu kalimat tulis 
apa yang anda inginkan nikmati perjalanan studi anda> 
<dan jangan biarkan diri anda merasa sendirian> 
Document 2: 
<mencari topik membuat tesis phd harus sesuai kesukaan anda> 
<ditambah lagi rutin membaca dan menulis setiap hari meski hanya satu kalimat 
tulis apa yang anda inginka nikmati saja perjalanan studi anda> 
 
Removing stopwords: 
Document 1: 

<menyelesaikan phd pastikan lakukan sukai benar benar dapat jangkau> 
<terus membaca menulis setiap hari satu kalimat tulis inginkan nikmati 
perjalanan studi> 
<jangan biarkan diri merasa sendirian> 
Document 2: 
<mencari topik membuat tesis phd harus sesuai kesukaan> 
<ditambah rutin membaca menulis setiap hari satu kalimat tulis inginkan 
nikmati perjalanan studi> 
 
Stemming: 
Document 1: 
<selesai phd pasti lakukan suka benar benar dapat jangkau> 
<terus baca tulis setiap hari satu kalimat tulis ingin nikmat jalan studi> 
<jangan biar diri rasa sendiri> 
Document 2: 
<cari topik buat tesis phd harus sesuai suka> 
<tambah rutin baca tulis setiap hari satu kalimat tulis ingin nikmat jalan studi> 
 
The example of Sequence of Words from Document 1 and 2, if minimum 
support value is 75%: 
{(phd)}: 2 
{(phd, suka)}: 2 
{(baca, tulis, nikmat, studi)}: 2 
{(phd, suka), ((baca, tulis, nikmat, studi)}: 2 

5. DEEP LEARNING FOR TEXT SUMMARIZATION 

Many researches in text summarization use neural network, 
such as neuro-fuzzy, RNN and others. Figure 7 shows type of 
DL that have been used for NLP and text summarization that 
contain unsupervised deep learning [22], [88]; deep 
reinforced model with reinforced algorithm [89], [90]; deep 
generative model [91]–[93]; and many other deep learning 
methods [10], [55], [72], [94]–[96]. 
 

 

Figure 7: Scheme of Deep Learning for Natural Language Processing 
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Figure 8: Types of summary evaluation 
 

6. READABILITY EVALUATION FOR NATURAL 
LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

Summary result are mostly measured with Recall-Oriented 
Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) metric [48], 
[97]–[99]. To measure readability of a summary, it is 
important to check the similarity of the summary with expert 
summary that is the gold standard. Direct survey or interview 
for the readers and expert can also be conducted to evaluate 
our summary result whether the generated summary is 
readable and easy to understand. Figure 8 describes types of 
summary evaluation that is divided into 3 general types, 
among others evaluation to determine the performance of text 
summary result, automated evaluation of summary result, and 
human evaluation [43], [45], [52], [54], [97]. 

7. TABULATION OF PREVIOUS RELATED WORKS 

In this section, we summarize our related literatures findings 
from Table 1.  

Table 1: SoW in Text Mining and NLP Research 

Categories Methods Languages 
Sequence of Words in 
Text Mining and 
Natural Language 
Processing Research 

Frequent Adjacent Sequential 
Pattern (FASP) [36], Keyphrase 
Candidate Search using sequential 
Pattern (KCSP) [39], Sequential 
Pattern Mining Wildcard 
(SPMW) [77], Keyphrase 
Candidate Search using sequential 
Pattern (KCSP) [37], DIMASP-C 
and DIMASP-D [19], Prefix Span 
[17], Prefix span and KNN [40]  

FASP is used 
in English and 
Malay, else in 
English 

Categories Methods Languages 
Sequence of Words in 
Sequence of Words in 
Text Mining and 
Natural Language 
Processing Research 
with Indonesian Text 

Frequent Pattern Growth 
(FP-Growth) [100], BIDE – 
PrefixSpan – TruleGrowth [80], 
Frequent Pattern Growth 
(FP-Growth) and Compact Pattern 
Tree (CP-Tree) [101] 

Indonesian 

Text Summarization 
using Sequence of 
Words 

Sequential Pattern Mining in 
English and Malay [79], Frequent 
Pattern and TF-IDF [102], FASP 
(Frequent Adjacent Sequential 
Pattern) and FASPe (Frequent 
Eliminated Pattern) for Malay 
[78], MWI-Sum (Multilingual 
Weighted Itemsetbased 
Summarizer) [103], Frequent 
itemset sequence generation 
algorithm [104], Term-based and 
ontology-based methods [105] 
Closed Frequent Patterm and 
Genetic Algorithm [106], Term 
Weighting and Sentence Selection 
[107]. 

Malay, 
English 

Text Summarization 
using Machine 
Learning and Deep 
Learning 

Naive Bayes Classifier [108], 
K-means [109], Ensable Noisy 
Auto-Encoder (ENAE) [96], 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 
[30], [67], [110], Neuro-Fuzzy 
[29], ANFIS (Adaptive 
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System) 
[111], Deep Learning [112], Deep 
Q-Network (DQN) [89], 
Timestap approach in Naive 
Bayes Classifier [113], Sentence 
similarity [114], Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) [67]. 

English 
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Categories Methods Languages 
Indonesian Text 
Summarization using 
Machine Learning and 
Deep Learning 

Vector Space Model (VSM) 
[115], Deep Learning [116], 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 
and Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
[117], Adaptive K-Nearest 
Neighbor (AKNN) [118], TF-IDF 
and Phrase Reinforcement 
algorithm [119], TF-IDF and 
Machine Learning [120], Naive 
Bayes Classifier [121], Frequent 
term based and Sentence 
weighting [81]. 

Indonesian 

 
In text summarization research, SoW representation is also 
widely used, among others: representing sentence based on 
word sequence that can be used for any languages (tested with 
Spanish and English) [108]; multi document summarization 
using dual pattern-based as representation for sentence that 
implemented closed frequent pattern and sentence score 
ranking [106]; and MFS is used as model for English text 
summarization from single document based on sentence 
clustering using K-Means algorithm [109]. 
 
Frequent sequence is used as maximal frequent sentences for 
extracting text summary [107], and sequential sentence for 
multi document summarization to find the similarities and 
correlation between text resources using sequential pattern to 
keep the meaning of semantic knowledge of sentence in the 
multiple document (with Malay language) [79]. For another 
Malay language, sequential is used as text representation for 
text summarizer uses FASP (Frequent Adjacent Sequential 
Pattern) and FASPe (Frequent Eliminated Pattern) to 
represent Malay text and it focused on readability of text 
summary [78], and multilingual text summarization research 
uses itemset-based model to summarize the collection of 
document begin from the same topic.  
 
The sentence selection process is analyzed based on frequent 
weighted itemsets and easily applicable for document 
collections in different languages, other than English [103]. 
There is a research that use sentence features (such as length, 
position, centroid, noun, and noun-verb pair) and frequent 
itemsets are combined to increase the quality of text summary 
result [104]. Moreover, frequent itemset representation has 
been used for text summarization with ItemSum as the 
itemset-based model to evaluate and select the most relevant 
sentences to include in the summary, where sentence 
evaluation and selection are scored using TF-IDF [102].  
 
Specifically for Indonesian language, SoW had been used for 
document clustering [40]; Indonesian slang text 
representation [42]; semantic similarity from Indonesian text, 
not only semantic textual similarity but also explain about 
semantic similarity of pair sentence and pair of chunk [122]; 
and 5H1W (why, who, where, when, what, and how) event 
extraction from news based on sequence labeling from 
paragraph [116]. Several research on Indonesian text 
summarization, among others: generating abstract 
automatically for scientific article based on text 

summarization approach using Vector Space Model [123]; 
extracting important sentence for text summarization with 
counts noun and verb terms frequency [81]; Indonesian text 
summarization using hybrid Latent Dirichlet Allocation and 
Genetic Algorithm for weight of sentence feature 
determination [117].  
 
Indonesian text summarization from social media (Twitter) 
using TF-IDF and Phrase Reinforcement algorithm that 
utilize Twitter hashtag had been conducted [119]. Naive 
Bayes algorithm is also used for Indonesian text 
summarization that determine sentence weight based on text 
features and Latent Semantic Analysis used to investigate the 
effect of semantic feature [121]. 
 
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is 
widely used in automatic text summarization [120]; sentence 
scoring and clustering for text summarization evaluation 
which proves that clustering is not significantly affect 
summarization result because the most important sentences 
are at the beginning of the paragraph (with English document) 
[111]; analyzing the opinion of consumer from online hotel 
review with text summarization approach [114]; generating 
scientific journal article using text summarization approach 
[118]; deep learning method for text summarization such as 
deep Auto Encoder and Ensamble Noisy Auto-Encoder [96], 
Recurrent Neural Networks [110], and neuro-fuzzy approach 
[29].  
 
Several study about text summarization using deep learning 
method, among others: Text summarization using 
unsupervised deep learning that propose query-oriented 
extraction for document summarization with deep auto 
encoder (AE), they propose Ensable Noisy Auto-Encoder 
(ENAE) because AE adds noise to the input text and selects 
the top sentece from an enseble of noisy runs [96]; another 
neural network model for learning phrase representation 
called RNN Encoder-Decoder [110]. There is a study for 
removing redundant sentence for efficient text summarization 
using Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) which is 
stochastic neural network [112]; Recurrent Neural Networks 
(RNNs) is also used in text summarization research to get 
meaningful summaries [30], [67]. Another research present 
text summarization using Deep Q-Network (DQN) for 
extractive summarization tasks [89]. 
 
Readability of text can be measured with various metrics, 
among others: ROUGE with its variants, such as ROUGE-1, 
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4 that evaluate f-measure [67], 
[98], [124], manual evaluation utilizing crowdsourcing tool 
to evaluate summary result in http://www.crowdflower.com/ 
[125]. Many research do evaluate summary result by human 
evaluation [81], [89], [113], [114], [125], [126].  
 
The results of the literature review show that there are 
possibilities for further improvement with regard to summary 
quality. Specifically, text summarization, different language 
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has its own characteristics, so the treatment will be different. 
Research on text summarization can also be done based on 
various points of view; each stage of the process, 
representation of the text, evaluating the summary results. 
This paper shows a variety of text representations that can be 
further investigated, such as the SPM technique that can be 
used to produce text representations sequentially by 
preserving the meaning of the text. Likewise, with the 
techniques used, Deep Learning is currently a popular 
technique for text summarization. Combining SPM and Deep 
Learning as Deep Sequential Pattern Mining (DeepSPM) 
could take the advantages of both approach to produce a better 
summarization model and worth to be investigated. 

8. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the analyze and investigate result of the 
literatures related to text representation, Sequential Pattern 
Mining and Deep Learning for text summarization. The study 
found the opportunities in: (1) using Sequence of Words as 
text representation or Sequential Pattern Mining as a 
technique for Indonesian text summarization to achieve 
summary result readability; (2) this study offers a preliminary 
step to improve Deep Learning and Sequential Pattern 
Mining as Deep Sequential Pattern Mining (DeepSPM) that 
is expected to be able to produce readable text summary 
efficiently and effectively. Overall, this study can be used as 
foundation to design, implement, develop DeepSPM to 
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the automatic text 
summarization process for Indonesian languange with good 
quality of summary result. We regard this as our future work.  
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ML  = Machine Learning 
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